
                           
 

Sports Wagering Revenues  
April 2024 (unaudited) 

 

Casino Provider Settled 
Wagers Prizes Promotional 

Deductions 
Federal 
Excise 
Taxes 

(Net 
Carryover) 
From Prior 

Month 

Net 
Revenues 

(Net 
Carryover) 

End Current 
Month 

State 
Share  

 
Boot Hill DraftKings $346,910  ($293,830) $0  ($867) ($18,039) $34,174  $0  $3,417   

Kansas Star FanDuel $998,238  ($870,199) ($2,800) ($2,495) ($76,929) $45,815  $0  $4,582   

Hollywood Barstool/ESPN $4,452,968  ($3,947,492) $0  ($11,015) ($1,535,470) $0  ($1,041,009) $0   

KS Crossing Caesar's $372,251  ($337,934) $0  ($930) ($61,448) $0  ($28,061) $0   

Subtotal - 
Retail   $6,170,367  ($5,449,455) ($2,800) ($15,307) ($1,691,886) $79,989  ($1,069,070) $7,999   

                     

Boot Hill DraftKings $84,340,075  ($76,717,924) ($2,311,623) ($205,207) $0  $5,105,321  $0  $510,532   

Kansas Star FanDuel $60,747,416  ($53,969,466) ($1,688,770) ($147,646) $0  $4,941,534  $0  $494,154   

Hollywood Barstool/ESPN $13,986,205  ($13,266,113) ($497,979) ($35,008) ($3,248,577) $0  ($3,061,472) $0   

KS Crossing BetMGM $13,749,983  ($12,483,483) ($563,657) ($32,690) ($1,468,541) $0  ($798,388) $0   

KS Crossing Caesar's $6,645,471  ($6,223,890) ($128,185) ($16,293) $0  $277,103  $0  $27,711   

KS Crossing PB/Fanatics $6,446,407  ($6,084,791) ($345,447) ($16,116) ($1,083,597) $0  ($1,083,544) $0   

Subtotal - 
Online   $185,915,557  ($168,745,667) ($5,535,661) ($452,960) ($5,800,715) $10,323,958  ($4,943,404) $1,032,397   

                     

Totals   $192,085,924  ($174,195,122) ($5,538,461) ($468,267) ($7,492,601) $10,403,947  ($6,012,474) $1,040,396   

 
Note:  On March 28, 2024, the online sportsbook operation for Kansas Crossing Casino rebranded from PointsBet to Fanatics.   
All account balances on the PointsBet platform and all wagers placed through the platform prior to the rebranding were carried over to Fanatics. 
  



                           
 

Sports Wagering Revenues  
Fiscal Year Through April 2024 (unaudited) 

 

Casino Provider Settled 
Wagers Prizes Promotional 

Deductions 
Federal 
Excise 
Taxes 

(Net 
Carryover) 
From Prior 

Year 

Net 
Revenues 

(Net 
Carryover) 

State 
Share  

 
Boot Hill DraftKings $4,669,163  ($4,407,671) $0  ($11,673) ($24,324) $225,495  $0  $22,549   

Kansas Star FanDuel $12,177,543  ($11,307,798) ($5,584) ($30,444) $0  $833,717  $0  $83,372   

Hollywood Barstool/ESPN $68,272,098  ($65,638,903) ($53,390) ($170,902) ($109,215) $3,340,697  ($1,041,009) $334,070   

KS Crossing Caesar's $4,344,334  ($4,190,086) $0  ($10,861) $0  $171,448  ($28,061) $17,145   

Subtotal - 
Retail   $89,463,138  ($85,544,458) ($58,974) ($223,880) ($133,539) $4,571,357  ($1,069,070) $457,136   

                     
Boot Hill DraftKings $869,998,973  ($791,457,236) ($31,417,514) ($2,097,125) $0  $45,027,098  $0  $4,502,710   

Kansas Star FanDuel $605,121,464  ($546,523,853) ($21,244,602) ($1,459,692) $0  $35,893,317  $0  $3,589,332   

Hollywood Barstool/ESPN $136,197,008  ($125,728,870) ($11,517,335) ($341,485) $0  $1,670,790  ($3,061,472) $167,079   

KS Crossing BetMGM $203,329,695  ($186,161,664) ($8,751,564) ($474,990) ($614,860) $8,125,005  ($798,388) $812,500   

KS Crossing Caesar's $117,926,091  ($113,281,873) ($1,712,144) ($291,817) $0  $2,640,257  $0  $264,026   

KS Crossing PB/Fanatics $29,368,073  ($28,928,800) ($1,346,425) ($72,156) ($4,494) $99,742  ($1,083,544) $9,974   
Subtotal - 
Online   $1,961,941,304  ($1,792,082,296) ($75,989,584) ($4,737,265) ($619,354) $93,456,209  ($4,943,404) $9,345,621   

                     

Totals   $2,051,404,442  ($1,877,626,754) ($76,048,558) ($4,961,145) ($752,893) $98,027,566  ($6,012,474) $9,802,757   

 
Note:  On November 14, 2023, the retail and online sportsbook operations for Hollywood Casino rebranded from Barstool Sports to ESPNBet.   
All account balances on the BarStool platform and all wagers placed through the platform prior to the rebranding were carried over to ESPNBet. 
 
Note:  On March 28, 2024, the online sportsbook operation for Kansas Crossing Casino rebranded from PointsBet to Fanatics.   
All account balances on the PointsBet platform and all wagers placed through the platform prior to the rebranding were carried over to Fanatics. 


